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It has been said that “innovation is good for society and often lethal for those who innovate.” Despite these odds, Canopy Children’s Solutions has provided innovative solutions for the most vexing problems facing children and families for over 100 years. At the turn of the 20th Century, we were there for children in desperate need of forever homes and have now provided over 7,000 loving adoptions. However, as the needs of society have become more complex, Canopy has pioneered new solutions to meet those needs. Our innovations have evolved to include the state’s first maternity home; the first therapeutic group homes; the first substance abuse treatment center for adolescents; the first (and only) private, non-profit child and adolescent psychiatric residential treatment facility; and the first Mississippi-based intensive in-home and wraparound program as well as family preservation and reunification programs.

We made great strides in our first century of service, but we’re just getting started! The unparalleled complexity of challenges facing our children and families today must be met head-on with unprecedented innovation. This is why we have unfolded yet another “first” for the children and families of Mississippi – our Center of Excellence. Children and families do not experience challenges in silos. In other words, problems at school are not exclusive from problems with friends, educational challenges, physical health or mental health struggles. Rather, they experience these struggles in an integrated, seamless way – holistically. Therefore, solutions must be co-constructed with families through an integrated lens. Parents are the experts on their children and are the central architects who can leverage the building materials of their child and family’s strengths to help the entire family thrive. Parents don’t see their children in discrete silos (education, social, physical health, mental health, etc.).

They view their child holistically. This is what our Center of Excellence exists to do. It is impossible to adequately respond to a child’s “behavioral health” or “mental health” needs without also addressing their physical health needs, their educational needs, their family needs, their peer needs and their social needs.

Our Center of Excellence houses two distinct, yet integrated solutions. The first is our early intervention autism solutions. Lead by two doctoral-level, Johns Hopkins-trained clinicians, we are delivering world-class, empirically supported treatments which are the best science has to offer. Furthermore, we are partnering with global leaders such as Microsoft to provide ground-breaking innovations to address the global pandemic of autism. In addition to our early intervention autism solutions, the Center also offers integrated care through comprehensive outpatient child and family therapy. This care is provided by licensed professional counselors and a team of psychiatric nurse practitioners in collaboration with our board certified child psychiatrist.

The Center of Excellence is the latest innovation aimed at addressing the most vexing problems facing Mississippi’s children and families. We are excited about the momentum that is building for mental health to be front and center in the broader healthcare discussions and we are proud to partner with you to advance this critical agenda. As a result of our collective innovation and advocacy, children are reaching their full potential, families are overcoming extraordinary challenges, and our communities are learning to rally around mental health to erase stigma and to encourage children to live truly healthy through mind, body and spirit.

John D. Damon, Ph.D.
Chief Executive Officer

Jackie Meck
President
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Patrick’s Success Story

Patrick had bounced from school to school only to be told his challenges with autism and ADHD were too much for the school to handle. In a moment of desperation, their pediatrician told his mother, Lisa, about the CARES School at Canopy Children’s Solutions.

When Lisa first visited the CARES School, she felt at ease. She was able to observe children whose behavior was very similar to Patrick’s. They all seemed happy and the teachers were working closely with the students. When a child had a meltdown, as is normal for children on the spectrum; they were trained to help him find calm. Each student also had therapeutic reinforcement through an assigned therapist, which help students develop coping skills to be used in the classroom and at home. When Lisa brought Patrick to visit, he was eager to stay. He spent nearly four years at the CARES School attending one of the specialized classrooms for students on the autism spectrum.

At the end of his 8th grade year, CARES School staff recommended that Patrick return to his local school. Through a collaborative effort between Canopy staff and the public school district, they created a transition plan to help him successfully return to school.

“Patrick came to us struggling to meet the challenges of school,” said CARES School Jackson Principal Maureen Long. “Changes in daily routines, coping with different expectations from teacher to teacher, and learning to navigate social interactions with peers was more than Patrick could handle without the assistance of our teacher and staff members. We had the pleasure of watching him take small steps to reach the goal of him transitioning back to his home school. We were and are still so proud of him and his accomplishments.”

It has been nearly three years since Patrick started high school. Today, he’s a regular kid with an incredible story of overcoming adversity. He attends general education classes and has a network of friends. He loves his teachers and especially loves the library. When Patrick feels overwhelmed, he has multiple avenues that allow him to “talk it out” or participate in an activity that helps him calm down. He, like many boys his age, loves Minecraft. Patrick collaborates with a group of online friends from across the globe on a digital novel called The Freedom Fighters, complete with character illustrations and their own back stories giving his creativity an outlet to thrive. He has his driver’s permit and attends classes at a local community college for video game design. Patrick is starting to look at colleges and mentors other kids who struggle.

“I am so proud of the progress he has made,” said Lisa. “It was difficult navigating where to turn next, but I am so glad that we found the CARES School. They gave him the skills and confidence he needed to succeed.”

“I want people to know it is okay to seek help,” said Patrick. “There’s going to be someone you can relate to, someone who can help you if you keep asking and keep looking. You are never as alone as you think.”

Patrick is one of many success stories that has arisen from the CARES School since it was established in the early 1990s. The CARES School focuses on students’ strengths and help them to achieve their personal goals which instills confidence and sets them on a path to flourish.

“News of Patrick’s outstanding progress reaffirms the difference we are making in the kids and families we serve,” said Maureen. “Hearing of his continued success brings us joy!”
I want people to know it is okay to seek help.
2018 Canopy Children’s Solution’s Impact

Social Service Solutions
- 325 Children received specialized educational services through CARES*

Behavioral Health Solutions
- 2,361 Children worked through their mental health challenges with a licensed counselor
- 623 Children received intensive mental health treatment in our residential facility or via in-home services
- 7,953 Hours of applied behavior analysis early-intervention therapy provided to children on the autism spectrum

Educational Solutions
- 325 Children received specialized educational services through CARES*

Concentration of Solutions
- Social Service Solutions: 58%
- Behavioral Health Solutions: 39%
- Educational Solutions: 3%

Client Racial Demographics
- 52% Male
- 48% Female

Client Age Groups
- 52% African-American 32%
- 47% Caucasian 13%
- 21% Other/Not Specified 6-12 years 53%
- 53% 6-12 years 34%
- 13% 0-5 years 53%

The Children We Serve

Social Service Solutions
- in-CIRCLE .......................................................... 1,257
- South Mississippi Child Advocacy Center .......... 702
- South Mississippi Children’s Center .................. 41
- Therapeutic Foster Care .................................... 18
- Warren County Children’s Shelter .................... 59

Educational Solutions
- CARES School - Hattiesburg ........................... 77
- CARES School - Jackson ................................. 52

Behavioral Health Solutions
- CARES Center .................................................. 196
- Early Intervention Autism Clinic ....................... 22
- Mississippi Youth Programs Around the Clock ...... 427
- Outpatient Behavioral Health Clinic .................. 2,361

Social Services
- 97% Success rate of keeping families safely together through our family preservation solutions
- 100 Homeless or runaway children found refuge in one of our shelters
- 702 Victims of violent crimes found comfort at our advocacy center
- 18 Children were placed with a therapeutic foster family

5,212 Lives Transformed In 2018

*Includes CARES Schools & CARES Centers clients
Through our behavioral health solutions, children are able to find the help they need to thrive in their homes and communities. Canopy provides solutions for a wide variety of childhood behavioral issues through our continuum of care.

**THE CENTER OF EXCELLENCE (JACKSON)**
Canopy’s Center of Excellence utilizes the integration of services between the Centers for Behavior Health Solutions and Autism Solutions. Clients can receive Applied Behavior Analysis therapy, outpatient therapy, psychiatric care and evaluations, medication management, and telehealth solutions within one location. The Center provides quicker access to care for clients and lessens the burden on families needing multiple services.

**AUTISM SOLUTIONS**
- **The Early Intervention Autism Clinics**
  Early intervention programs utilizing Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) for children ages 18 months to 8 years old diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder. (Hattiesburg, Jackson)

- **CARES Schools**
  Specialized classrooms for children on the autism spectrum. (Hattiesburg, Jackson)

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SOLUTIONS**
Outpatient clinics serve children and youth ages five up to age 21 years old providing access to evaluations, individual and family therapy, crisis prevention, medication management and psychiatric services. (Gulfport, Hattiesburg, Jackson)

**CARES CENTER**
A private, non-profit psychiatric residential treatment facility for children and adolescents with severe emotional and/or behavioral disturbances. (Jackson)

**MISSISSIPPI YOUTH PROGRAMS AROUND THE CLOCK**
In-home, community-based program providing an alternative to psychiatric residential treatment for youth with serious emotional challenges. (Statewide)

**THERAPEUTIC DAY TREATMENT**
Intensive after-school therapy for children not thriving in school due to behavioral or emotional problems. (Clinton, Jackson)
2018 Canopy at a Glance

$28.7M economic impact on Mississippi
$21M - salaries/taxes
$573K - property rent/taxes
$71M - vendor payments

462 Employees Statewide

96.9% of Revenue goes toward providing solutions to Mississippi children and families

Licensed, Certified, and Accredited by
- The Joint Commission
- Department of Health and Human Services
- Mississippi Department of Child Protection Services
- Mississippi Department of Education
- Mississippi Department of Health
- Mississippi Department of Mental Health
- Mississippi Division of Medicaid

Primary Funding Sources include
- Corporate and Foundation Grants
- County Boards of Supervisors
- Department of Health and Human Services
- Mississippi Department of Education
- Mississippi Department of Human Services
- Mississippi Department of Mental Health
- Mississippi Department of Public Safety
- Mississippi Development Authority
- Mississippi Division of Medicaid

18 Statewide Locations

Licensed, Certified, and Accredited by
• The Joint Commission
• Department of Health and Human Services
• Mississippi Department of Child Protection Services
• Mississippi Department of Education
• Mississippi Department of Health
• Mississippi Department of Mental Health
• Mississippi Division of Medicaid

Primary Funding Sources include
• Corporate and Foundation Grants
• County Boards of Supervisors
• Department of Health and Human Services
• Mississippi Department of Education
• Mississippi Department of Human Services
• Mississippi Department of Mental Health
• Mississippi Department of Public Safety
• Mississippi Development Authority
• Mississippi Division of Medicaid

Including:
1 Administrative Office
2 CARES Schools*
1 Center of Excellence*
1 Child Advocacy Center
10 Community Offices
1 Early Intervention Autism Clinic*
1 Emergency Shelter
1 Residential Facility

*Canopy provides autism solutions in our Center of Excellence (Jackson), in our Early Intervention Autism Clinic (Hattiesburg) and in our CARES Schools (Hattiesburg, Jackson).
Social Services Solutions

Canopy’s social service solutions are tailored to the individual needs of the child and family. For some children, this means placing them in a nurturing environment through foster care, adoption, or temporary residence in our crisis shelter, while others are provided with the tools needed to thrive within their current environments.

**ADOPTION AND MATERNITY SERVICES**
Trained and licensed staff help parents navigate numerous options available to adoptive parents including home studies, post-placement supervision and emotional support throughout the adoption process. (Statewide)

**IN-CIRCLE INTENSIVE IN-HOME SERVICES**
A comprehensive home and community-based family preservation, reunification, and support service for children. (Statewide)

**SOUTH MISSISSIPPI CHILD ADVOCACY CENTER**
Provides forensic interviews and healing services for children involved in allegations of physical or sexual abuse, neglect, or who may have witnessed a violent crime. (Gulf Coast)

**THERAPEUTIC FOSTER CARE**
Recruits and trains families to provide homes for children with emotional disturbances. (South Central Mississippi/Hattiesburg)

**WARREN COUNTY CHILDREN’S SHELTER**
A co-educational diagnostic and evaluation shelter providing 24-hour emergency shelter and social services for abused, neglected, runaway, and homeless children. The shelter provides housing, medical care, educational services, food, and clothing while delivering therapeutic solutions for the emotional needs of the children in our care. (Vicksburg)
Educational Solutions

Canopy uses a multi-disciplinary strengths-based approach to support the emotional, behavioral and educational needs of each student.

CARES Schools
Care Schools are accredited, non-public schools designed to meet the educational and behavioral needs of students whose challenges prohibit enrollment in a public school setting. Each school delivers an individualized plan based on the grade-level and personal needs of each student utilizing educational and therapeutic approaches. Each classroom is equipped with a licensed teacher and a behavioral therapist.

Canopy’s autism classrooms provide children on the spectrum with small classroom sizes that deliver education and therapy in a single location. (Hattiesburg, Jackson)
2018 Consolidated Statement of Activities*

**Expenses for Charitable Purposes**

- Total Revenue ........................................... 31,048,220
- Total Expenses ............................................ 31,370,430
  - Program Service Expense ....................... 28,231,534
  - Fundraising Expenses ............................. 935,066
  - Administrative Expenses ....................... 643,661
  - Other Expenses ..................................... 1,560,169

**Support and Revenue - Operations**

- Government Agencies .................................. 28,633,919
- Program Fees ............................................ 743,414
- Contributions and Special Events .................... 1,207,948
- Net Assets Released From Restrictions .................. 74,935
- Other .................................................... 80,618
- Investments & Rental Income ......................... 307,386

Total Support & Revenue without Donor Restrictions ........ 31,048,220

**Changes in Net Assets without Donor Restrictions** ........................................ (322,210)

* Year ended December 31, 2018, excerpt from audit.
2018 Key Stewardship Milestones

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE OPENS IN JACKSON
Canopy’s Center of Excellence provides families with an integrated healthcare model where a child can access a variety of professionals in one location. The state-of-the-art facility opened in August 2018 with Canopy Behavioral Health Solutions and Early Intervention Autism Clinic. The Center provides a full staff of behavioral health and autism professionals, including Psychiatric Nurse Practitioners, Licensed Professional Counselors, Licensed Behavior Analysts, and Registered Behavior Technicians. The Center is able to offer outpatient therapy, psychiatric evaluations and referrals, intensive Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) therapy for children on the autism spectrum, as well as medication management and telehealth solutions within one location.

AUTISM SOLUTIONS
Canopy welcomed Dr. Chris Furlow, BCBA-D, as the manager of the Jackson Early Intervention Autism Clinic in September 2018. Dr. Furlow joins our Director of Autism Solutions Dr. Jim Moore, BCBA-D as Canopy’s second Johns Hopkins-trained doctoral-level behavior analyst. Canopy has established the largest ABA team in the state under a single provider. In total, Canopy Autism Solutions provided 7,953 hours of intensive ABA therapy to children on the autism spectrum in 2018.

IN-CIRCLE
Canopy’s in-CIRCLE family preservation teams helped to divert more than 2,000 children from entering the custody of the Mississippi foster care system. Canopy had a 97 percent success rate in 2018 helping to address familial concerns and keeping families together. Of those families who were served by in-CIRCLE between January and April 2018, 94 percent of families were still together 12 months after discharge from the program. In addition to being able to secure safe living conditions with parent training, housing, job skills for parents, family therapy and connection with community resources for rehabilitation and other family needs, Canopy’s in-CIRCLE teams throughout the state saved Mississippi taxpayers more than $60 million through the contracted service with the Mississippi Department of Child Protection Services.

CARES SCHOOL HATTIESBURG
The CARES School Hattiesburg has seen substantial growth since it opened in 2009. Beginning with a principal and two teachers, CARES School Hattiesburg has grown to a staff of 30 employees serving 62 children from the South Central Mississippi area. The school is fully-accredited by the Mississippi Department of Education and designed to meet the educational and behavioral needs of children whose behavior prohibits them from succeeding in a traditional classroom setting. CARES School Hattiesburg has a large population of students with autism and currently has five designated classrooms to serve the needs of children on the spectrum.
## 2018 Donors

**JANUARY - DECEMBER 2018**

Canopy Children’s Solutions gratefully acknowledges all who support our mission.

### Partner in Transformation ($20,000+)
- Kay and Bob Aloney
- Asbury Foundation of Hattiesburg, Inc.
- Ergon Foundation, Inc.
- Forrest County Board of Supervisors
- The Gertrude C. Ford Foundation Inc.
- Larry and Michael Johnson Family Foundation
- Madison Charitable Foundation, Inc.
- Laurie H. McRee
- The Neighbor’s Keeper Advised Fund of the Community Foundation of Middle Tennessee
- St. Dominic Health Services, Inc.
- United Way of Southeast Mississippi, Inc.
- Ware Foundation
- Warren County Board of Supervisors

### Partner in Vision ($10,000-$19,999)
- BankPlus
- Chili For Children Benefit Organization
- The Clapham Fund, LLC
- Entergy Mississippi, Inc.
- The Fountain Family Foundation
- Home Arts Club of Philadelphia
- Helen and John C. Lewis
- Microsoft
- Helen and Red Moffat
- Holley and Don Noblitt
- Regions
- Rite Aid Foundation - Kid Cents
- Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance Co.
- Margaret E. Swain
- United Way of West Central Mississippi
- Van Devender Family Foundation
- Wellington Associates, Inc.
- William H. Ellsworth Foundation

### Partner in Growth ($5,000-$9,999)
- BancorpSouth
- Bank of America
- Canizaro Cawthon Davis Architects
- Sheila and Rett Crowder
- Department of Human Services
- Department of Mental Health State of Mississippi
- Feild Co-Operative Association, Inc.

### Partner in Progress ($2,500-$4,999)
- Junior League of Jackson
- Deborah and Les B. Lampton III
- Shari and Jackie Meck
- Mississippi Baptist Health Systems
- Perspecta
- Holly and Sam Porter
- The Robert D. Sanders Foundation
- Michael Schmidt
- Trustmark National Bank
- Jeanie and Mickey Watkins
- The Wesley A. Caldwell Foundation
- Marvin Wheeler

### Partner in Promise ($1,000 - $2,499)
- Atmos Energy
- Michael Barr
- Lauren and Frank Benner
- Sandra and John L. Black Jr.
- Mimi and Rick Bradley III
- Rachel E. Broome
- The Capital Group Companies Charitable Foundation
- Gall and Eric Chancellor
- Chancellor Travel
- ChemFirst Inc.
- Katie and Jamie Chustz
- Coxwell & Associates, PLLC
- Elizabeth Black Culbertson
- Patti and Barney Daly
- Thomas S. Davis
- Ray Gilmour
- East Group Properties
- Elevate Church
- Enterprise Holdings Foundation
- Faith Haven, Inc.
- Ferguson Charitable
- First Presbyterian Church
- Hunter L. Fordice
- Deanna and Steven Funderburg
- Tim Galante
- Lori and Gardner Gallapsy
- Melissa and Jack Hill
- Homes LLP
- Shean and Jake Hutchins
- James E. Fowler Family Foundation
- Kroger Community Rewards
- Cynthia and Tim Mahaffey
- Morrison May

### Partner in Compassion ($500-$999)
- AJFC - Community Action Agency, Inc.
- Atlas Roofing Corporation
- Blake Bakulota
- Mary Lynn and Freddie J. Bagley
- Boswell Regional Center
- Bovina Elementary PTO
- Mario Brandon
- Will Brown
- Sheila Browning
- Karla Case
- Catholic Charities, Inc.
- Community College Board
- Bridgeport
- Barbara and Jason Craft
- Meredith and Jimmy Creelmore
- Irene and Herman Crowder III
- Bill Dalehite
- Jane Marie and David Dennis
- Chuck Durfett
- Epsilon XI Chapter of Sigma Nu Fraternity
- Shilo E. Farmer
- Mary Helen and Fred Ferguson
- Allison and Haley R. Fisackerly
- Derek Freed
- Sheila and John M. McCullouch
- Liz and Kerk Mehrle
- New York Life
- Heidi and Mark Noel
- Oakdale Baptist Church
- Perry County Board of Supervisors
- Dana Peterkin
- ProZServe
- Rankin County Youth Court
- Sam E. and Burnice C. Wittel Foundation
- Judy and Jack Spradling
- Stone County Board of Supervisors
- Sunbelt Sealing, Inc.
- Karen and Andy Taggart
- Stephanie and Dean Tanner
- Thompson and Associates, LLC
- United Way of Metropolitan Nashville
- Dwight E. Ulz
- Tahiti and Eric Watson
- Wayne County Board of Supervisors
- Marjorie and Beau Whittington

---
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Brian Hopkins
Anita Hossley
Michelle Hudson
January and Hubert E. Hunter
Donna Ingram
Bill lupe
Mary and Craig Jackson
Judy and Richard James
Jay Hassel State Farm
Jefferson United Methodist Men
Richard Johnson Sr.
Anasthia Johnson
Carl Jones
Cassandra Jones
Jones & Upchurch, Inc. Real Estate Agency
Kim Jordan
Karin Jorge
Junior Auxiliary of Vicksburg
Paula Kemp
Mary and Ted Kendall
Kendra Scott, LLC
Rachel King
Linda and Wallace Kirk
Lisa and Dean Lester
Jeanette Levins
Michelle and Kevin M. Lewis
Ramona Lockett
John Lundy
Allison Lunsford
Mad Genius
Betty and James C. Maloney
Steve Mann
Sheria Martin
G. Gilmore Martin
George D. Martin
May & Company, LLP
Maynard Landscaping
Erin McCoy
David McDonald
Jean and Roger D. McKay
Nora Frances and Vaughn W. McRae
Methodist Children’s Homes of Mississippi
Michael Bonner Law Firm
Georgia and Robert Miller
Mary L. Miller
Suzanne and Richard Miller
Carlyn and Scott F. Miller
Miller’s Tire Mart, Inc.
Doug Minor
Mississippi Department of Child Protection Services
Milton Miller Power
Janet and Jim Moffat
Celina Montoya
Laura and Jim Moore
Ken Mosley
Dana Moulder
Cailltin and Michael Mudd
Susan and Jason Murphy
NAMI Mississippi
Natchez Children’s Home Services
Sandra and Kirk Nelson
Newbreak Management Co., LLC
NFusion Metro
Nito Norton
Oasis Pools and Spas Inc.
Office of the Attorney General - State of Mississippi
Gary A. O’Toole
Sherry and Richard Partridge
Betty Perkins
Edith L. Perry
Ann and Willy R. Philley
Velda and J. S. Phillips
Kenisha Potter
Johnny Price
Cynthia Prince
Travis Putnam
Zachary Ritter
RiverHills Bank
Steve Roberts
Tina P. Robertson
Christine Rodkey
Bryan B. Rutledge
Sally Kate Writers Family Services
Corinne and Charles E. Sampson
Joyce and Thomas W. Sanford
Sellers Concrete Cutting LLC
Diane Setzer
Stephen Shaffer
Lillous A. Shoemaker
Sylvia Shoemaker
Simmons Lawn Service
Patricia Smith
Richard E. Smith
Sheila and J. S. Smith
Southland Law Firm
Southern Gals Pop
Arthur D. Spratlin Jr.
Stantec Consulting Services, Inc
State Farm
State of Mississippi, Leflore County
Isaac Stith
Lisa Store
Nancy and Ben Store
Trina and Shane Strickland
Scott Studer
Teller, Hassel & Hopson, LLP
Olivea Terry
Steve Therrell
Lindsey Tindle
Mark Trevilion
Theresa A. Turner
Pam and Jon C. Turner
Rebecca and Michael Ueltschey
United Way of the Capital Area, Inc.
University of Mississippi Medical Center
Anthony Uretta
Vanner, Parker & Sessums
Veterans of Foreign Wars of the U.S.
Vicksburg Catholic School
Vicksburg Elk’s Lodge No. 95 “Does”
Vollor Law Office
Kim Vu
Ellen Walker
Liem Walker, Esq.
Johnny Warnock
Warren County Chancery Clerk
Warren County Circuit Clerk
Warren-VicksVoal Mental Health Service
Waverly Theatre and Hotel
MARC Waybright
Mark L. Webb
Eric White
Davis White
Randy Wilemon
Jane Claire and Nason Williams
Margan Williams
Kyla Williams
Trish and Kenny Windham
Vickie Winslett
Shembeth Wright
Yazoo River Towing, Inc.
In Kind
A Daisy A Day Flowers and Gifts
Aldrich Custom Apparel
Alexander Hardware & Supply
Patricia Anderson
Melissa Andrews
Amelle Famos & Associates
Appel’s
AQUA The Day Spa
Donna Ard
John Arledge
Debra and Kenneth Baker
Mary Baker
BancorpSouth Bank
Batte Bridal Registry
Jessica and John Beaurain
Ben Nelson Golf and Outdoor
Lauren and Frank Berner
Big Play Entertainment Center
BKD LLP
Bomgar Corporation
Books A Million
Cory Bowles
Amy Brinkley
Broad Street Baking Company
Brookdale Retirement Home
Debbie and Todd Brooks
Deborah Brown
Lindsay C. Brown
Zoe Brumfield
Budget Office Furniture
Marilyn Burns
Business Furniture Solutions
C Spire Wireless
Calistoga Wine & Spirits
Carr, Riggis & Ingram, LLC
Center for Nonviolence
Chesney Day Photography
Krisi Cheek
Chilly’s
Cinemark
City of Gulfport
The Club at St. Dominic’s
Kiara Collier
Colony Wine Market
Victoria Compton
Connections Pilates
Covina Popcorn
Cathy and Tom Crockett
DJ’s Longarm Machine Quilting and Fabric
CANOPY CHILDREN’S SOLUTIONS GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGES ALL WHO SUPPORT OUR MISSION.

This list reflects gifts made between January 1 and December 31, 2018. Every effort has been made to ensure accuracy.
Canopy Volunteers

Warren County Children’s Shelter Advisory Board

Sue Bagby
William Banks
Lane Campbell
Anne C. Cole
Alvin Coleman
John Ferguson
Alvin Foster

2018 Volunteers Organizations

Americorps
BKD
Chicktime
Canopy Youth Council
First Baptist Clinton Youth
Fondren Church Small Group
Girl Scouts Troop 5713
Greater Northside Baptist Church
Jackson Municipal Airport
Junior League of Jackson
Knights of Columbus Council 9543

2017-2018 Canopy Youth Council

Skipper Guizerix
Jeanine H. Hanks
Rechel Hardy
Annie Jenkins
G. Gilmore Martin
Michael Mayfield
Sarah Nichols

Individuals

John Arledge
Jessica Beaurain
Debbie Brooks
Lindsey Claire Brown
Gail Chancellor
Felecia Crompton
Kelly Crompton
Darby Damon
Kathy Eure
Shara Grant
Jermaine Gray
Lea Gunter
Lisa Michelle Hill
Vicki Husband
Doug Leo
Kristin Malouf
Turner Martin
Tyraven McGowan

How Can You Help Canopy Transform Lives

FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Monetary, stock, planned giving and memorial contributions are ways to support the areas of greatest financial need to help us transform lives.

PARTNERS PROGRAM

Canopy seeks champions who have a desire to help children. The Canopy Partners Program showcases donors by recognizing commitments of all sizes, which drive our mission to help children thrive. The program identifies our community of supporters with giving levels that qualify an individual or company to become a Canopy Partner.

CREATE YOUR OWN FUNDRAISER

Through mycanopy.org, you can create a fundraising page as part of a special celebration, to honor a loved one, or as part of your own fundraising event. Your fundraising page will enable you, your friends and your family to have a positive impact on the children and families served.

CORPORATE OR INDIVIDUAL SPONSORSHIPS

Throughout the year, Canopy hosts several events to promote awareness and fundraising initiatives. Each event gives participants and sponsors the opportunity to support Mississippi children and families. Events include 5K4Kids Canopy Care Run, Children’s Mental Health Summit and the Butterfly Ball.

CHARITABLE REWARDS GIVING

By designating Canopy as your charity of choice, you can support our work to help kids overcome extraordinary challenges. Canopy currently participates in community rewards giving through AmazonSmile and Kroger Community Rewards.

VOLUNTEER

Canopy has 18 locations across the state, many of which offer opportunities for individuals and groups to get involved. We welcome individuals with talents they would like to share. Volunteer opportunities may include participating in events for residential and school children, lending a hand for a work day at one of our facilities, preparing for a Canopy special event, entertaining foster children during support meetings, tutoring, or reading to the children.

NEEDS DRIVES

We encourage individuals or groups to host needs drives to support our children and families throughout the year. Donations remain within the local community from which they are collected. Needs drives can include:

• Bedding and Blankets
• Luggage, Duffle Bags, Backpacks
• Recreation Equipment
• School and Art Supplies
• Toiletries
• Toys and Books
• Undergarments and Socks
• Winter Clothing

Canopy has 18 locations across the state, many of which offer opportunities for individuals and groups to get involved.